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In Selenium, we treat XPath as one of the most trusted element locators XPath is much more than an address as it not only
points to the end point, it also contains the whole map to lead to a destination.. Download the latest version of FireBug for Mac
Check and edit web applications on the fly on Firefox.. FireBug is a really good add-on for Firefox that allows I like Firebug,
pretty much like the other developer tools in Chrome, Safari and even IE.. It behaves like an address to an HTML element such
as check boxes, text, images, links, and divs, etc.. Firebug For Mac Free Download Windows 10In our last blog post, we’d
explained various types of Selenium locators with useful examples.. Let’s start to learn how can we install and use Firebug and
FirePath, the two most used Firefox browser plugins for test automation developers.. 1- Display source – It gives you the ability
to review the HTML of the web page after the JavaScript engine completes it processing.. It gels with FireFox so well to bring
you plenty of tools for web development It gives you control over the document object model of the web page so that you can
modify, manage, and monitor the CSS, HTML, and JavaScript in real-time.. The next step for you is to learn about the tools that
can help you in finding the locators.. If you are just a beginner in test automation, then you must read this post Download
FireBug for Windows now from Softonic: 100% safe and virus free.

Here is the table of content which you can use to navigate throughout the post How to use FireBug and FirePath to find
locators?What is XPath?XPath is a technique for uniquely identifying an element on a web page.. What is FireBug Add-
on?Firebug is the most famous add-on for the FireFox browser.. Secondly, we’ll give away some unique tricks to help you find
locators on the web pages.. More than 1014 downloads this month Download FireBug latest version 2020 Firebug plugin free
download - Firebug, Firebug Lite, FireSass for Firebug for Firefox, and many more programs.. – Jordi Oct 30 '14 at 2:37 No
Jordi, Chrome, Safari & IE developer tools do not even come close to the power of Firebug: it is immensely powerful and I for
one would struggle to work without it.
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Why is the FireBug useful in Selenium automation?Usually, there are four types of operations that you do with the FireBug add-
on.. In today’s post, first, we are sharing the step by step instructions to install the FireBug and FirePath add-ons for Firefox.
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